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Telephone Etiquette 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This online education course is designed to offer you tips to improve your telephone abilities. 



Agenda 

 Preparation 
 Call 
 Conclusion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s agenda will cover the following preparing for a call, when you are on the call and when you are concluding a call.



Preparation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will begin with preparation or preparing for the call.



Preparation 

 Equipment 
– Improper placement of receiver may make calls more 

challenging 
– Test 

• The call quality is clear 
• The volume is neither too loud nor too soft 
• There is no static on the line 
• There are no background conversations or other distracting 

sounds evident to the caller 

 Voice 
– Tone (Volume) 
– Prepare for incoming calls with a smile or pleasant 

expressions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before taking a call, ensure your receiver is properly placed.  A telephone receiver, regardless of whether a handset or a headset, that is improperly placed makes telephone conversations more challenging.  When the telephone receiver is too high, too low or angled too far from the mouth, the resulting calls are difficult for the caller to hear.  Conversely if the receiver is held too close to the mouth, the volume is too loud. The simplest way to ensure your receiver has proper placement is to test your equipment.Using a normal, indoor volume voice, test your equipment in the following manner. Since so many callers are using cell phones, have a coworker call you from their cell phone and verify thatThe call quality is clear.Is your volume too loud or too soft?Is there static on the line?Can the caller hear your coworkers chatting or any other distracting sounds in background?If your equipment does not pass any of the previous tests, have a different coworker call your line on their cell phone to verify it wasn’t just a poor cell phone connection.  While our greeting may be automatic, the initial tone we use is vital to the conversation.  Our tone is reflected by our facial expressions.  Often times we completing tasks associated with a previous call.  Before answering another call, be sure to prepare for the call with a smile or pleasant expression. In other words, if you answer your phone with a smile, your tone will have a warm, pleasant sound.  Conversely, if you are distracted, bored or annoyed; your tone will have a harsh, rushed, clipped sound.Why does this matter?  If someone sounds harsh, rushed or clipped as soon as they answer the phone, we assume they don’t want to talk to us.  This can evoke a defensive or annoyed response from the caller.  Additionally, if we were talking to a caller who was hard of hearing or had a bad connection, we may have increased our volume to compensate.  Reset to a normal, indoor voice before answering the next call. Respect your coworkers and their callers by treating a live telephone conversation like a face-to-face conversation. If your coworker is on a call, be aware of the volume of conversation nearby and know that in office conversations may be distracting and heard over the telephone. 



Call 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our next section discusses the actual call.



Call: Greeting 

Answer promptly 
(3 rings)   

Establish a 
greeting 

Include practice 
name in greeting 

Always include 
your own name 

in greeting 

Establish whether 
you will direct 

their call or help 
them yourself 

Announcing help 
vs. direct will 

save time for the 
caller 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Telephone calls should be answered in 3 rings.  If you are unable to take the call during the 3 rings, you can answer the phone and ask the caller if they can hold.  This lets the caller know we are present and ready for their call.  If the telephone rings too often, the caller may hang up and continue calling back again.  Repeated calls back to the same unanswered telephone number simply increases a caller’s frustration.Your greeting should include the following, the name of practice, your name, whether you will be directing the call or attempting to help the caller.  It may seem obvious, but giving the actual name of the practice is vital.  If the name of the practice is Getwell Medical, use Getwell Medical.  If Dr. Smith works for Getwell Medical and the phone is answered, Dr. Smith’s office, a patient may think they called the wrong practice if they were trying to reach another physician or provider.Your name should always be part of your telephone greeting.  While there are many reasons for leaving your name out of your greeting, all are simply excuses for poor telephone etiquette.Finally, your greeting should include a version of “may I help you” or “may I direct your call?”Typically if you are answering the office phones, you will be directing the majority of the calls that come in.  If you forward calls more often than answer a question, your greeting should include “how may I direct your call?”  For example, if you are the phone operator for Getwell Medical and answering the practice lines, your greeting may be something like: “Good morning, Getwell Medical, this is Bob, how may I direct your call?”Help: However, if you are answering the phone at your desk and the caller direct dials or is transferred to you for assistance, your greeting should include “how may I help you?”  For example, if you are the clinic person for Dr. Smith at Getwell Medical and answering your direct line, your greeting may be something like:  “Getwell Medical, Dr. Smith’s office, this is Kelly, how may I help you?”By letting the caller know that we are directing them to someone else, we are establishing immediately that we simply need to know to whom the caller needs to be directed.  Will some people still give you too much information?  Of course!  Simply interrupt and say, “I’m sorry to interrupt you but I don’t want you to have to give the same information multiple times, Kelly will be able to assist you with this.  I’m going to transfer you to Kelly’s phone, please know that they are seeing patients, and you may go to Kelly’s voicemail.”  What if you say direct and it turns out you can help?  No problem.  Simply tell the caller that you can help them with that.



Call: Conversation  

Be participative 
and present  

Listen for the facts 
of the 

conversation 
Repeat and verify 

the facts  

Ask permission to 
place caller on 

hold 

Instances that 
warrant 

interruption should 
include apology 

Prepare caller for 
transfers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be participative and present in the conversation. Don’t let your mind wander, doodle or eavesdrop on conversations happening around you.  Listen for the facts of the conversation.  Understand the emotional queues given by the caller, however, do not confuse emotional queues with the call facts.Repeat the facts as you understand them. If the patient states they want to schedule an appointment with Mr. Smith for my regular check up, repeating the facts as you understand them may sound like: I’d be happy to help you.  I want to be sure I schedule your appointment correctly with Dr. Smith, is this check up for your annual physical?  Why repeat the facts back?  Primarily, it lets the caller know you were listening and understood or want to understand. Also, it allows caller the opportunity to correct any misunderstandings.  What if the patient didn’t really want an annual physical, but may have used the word regular check up for a follow up.  Repeating the facts ensures that we are able to successfully translate the caller’s needs.Before a caller is placed on hold, you should ask the caller if it is okay to put them on hold.  When asking the caller this question, be sure to wait for a positive acknowledgement from the caller.There are instances when we must interrupt a caller.  When this occurs, offer the caller an apology for interrupting and then explain why you needed to interrupt them.  This may occur when we discover we are unable to assist the caller and interrupt with a statement such as; “I am sorry to interrupt you, but I will not be able to assist you with this and don’t want you to have to give the same information to someone else.  I am going to transfer you to Julie in our billing department to assist you.”As indicated in the example for interruptions, when transferring a caller, tell the call to whom you are going to transfer them to and which department.  With the prevalent use of cell phones, if a caller loses connection, they are able to call back and simply ask for the person you were transferring them to instead of restarting the explanation of why they called.  Also, if the caller is accidentally transferred to the wrong person, they will know when they hear the answering person’s name will be able to indicate to whom they need to be transferred.



Call: Non Verbal and Messages  

Monitor non-
verbal sounds  

Messages should 
include proper 
information for 

call back 

Include caller’s 
name, phone 

number, name of 
business 

Reason for the 
call should be 

recorded 

Verify the 
person’s name 
by asking for 

spelling 

Verify phone 
number by 

repeating back  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While word choice is important on a telephone call, a rule of thumb for grunts, sighs and other non verbal sounds:  If you are making a positive sound to indicate you are still on the line and listening, this is fine.  If you are making a non verbal sound to replace a word or demonstrate the person has droned on far too long, this is unacceptable.A telephone message should include enough information to allow the call back to be prepared but not too much information to lose perspective of the reason for the call. The following should be included at a minimum: caller’s name, phone number with area code, name of business – if applicable, and reason for call.  When taking the message, verify the person’s name by asking them to spell it for you.  Also, be sure to repeat the phone number back to be sure all digits are included in the correct order.



Conclusion 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, we will discuss concluding a call.



Conclusion 

 Disconnecting 
 Follow Up 

– Have system in place for recording information 

 PATIENT PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION 
(PHI) MUST NOT BE THROWN IN THE TRASH.  
ANY PAPERS CONTAINING PHI MUST BE 
SHREDDED WHEN FINISHED. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the call is finished, the phone should be placed back in the cradle, not dropped or slammed.  Perhaps most importantly, remember that unless you are actually putting a handset back into the cradle of a phone, pressing the disconnect button does not always mean immediately disconnected.  If you begin talking as soon as you press disconnect, callers may hear what is said.If you have a job that requires any sort of follow up with callers, be sure to have a system to record information.  A spiral bound steno pad is one solution to keep track of calls and follow up.  When you have followed up or finished with the call, cross through the name and information.  REMEMBER ANY PATIENT PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION CAN NOT BE THROWN IN THE TRASH, THESE SHEETS MUST BE SHREDDED WHEN FINISHED.This concludes the telephone etiquette session.  
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